
PRESIDENT’S LETTER 
We held our annual SIOR/NAIOP Mid-Year Forecast on May 29, 2019 at the Hyatt in Boston. We will publish a full 

summary in our next newsletter this summer. In short, our economic forecast is still solid. Ben Breslau of JLL 

Research believes that the economy will remain healthy in 2019, but there will be decelerating growth at 2.5%. By 

Mid-2020 he feels is anyone’s guess on growth, but thinks that a mild recession is probable in the second half of 

2020 or early 2021. If Feds cut rates before 2020-21 then it could prolong the cycle.  

Tim Lahey, CBRE gave the Downtown Boston review and stated that 10 years ago, 75% of office tenants were finance 

and legal. Today, tenants are all new with incredible growth. In the last 18 months, 1 million square feet has been 

leased. There’s little Class A office in The Seaport area where everyone wants to be located. There are record setting 

rents.  Yet with a great deal of vacant space, tenants are waiting for the “right” space. Tenants are backing off of open office build-out as 

well. 

David Townsend of NKF covered the Cambridge market. It’s tight. Lab Space demand will exceed supply by ten times. Vacancy is 1.4%. Lease 

rates are $130 psf, NNN. There isn’t enough space. 

Matt Daniels of JLL covered the Suburban market. Office and Lab Space has a 10.5% vacancy in the Needham to Woburn Corridor. Rates are 

averaging $ 48.35 psf, NNN. Class A space is averaging $35.05 psf, gross with a 15.2% vacancy. Much of the office space will be converted into 

lab space. Rents will continue to climb, older buildings will be converted into newer buildings as Boston rental rates are looking like a steal 

compared to the suburbs. 

Kerry Hawkins at HFF covered the Capital Market. There is an increased allocation for private real estate investing-up 10%. Debt markets are 

very liquid, but underwriting is conservative. There is more refinancing and re-capitalizing rather than direct sales. In favor are self-storage 

units, net leases, and multi-family housing. Out of favor is suburban office. There is a bit of a slow down by 11% from 2018 to 2019 on capital 

investments.  But there is $211 billion of dry-power resulting in a slow-down of fundraising. 

The program closed out with predictions. It was stated that 73% of space is being pre-leased in Boston and there’s no shortage of demand. 

There will be continued rent growth in the CBD with the next 18 months remaining strong. There is a potential for more cap rate 

compression. And the Dot. Ave corridor is the next big potential area. 

Our Chapter would like to thank Garry Holmes for organizing this event and Rob Nahigian for facilitating. It should be noted that Greg 

Klemmer, Tim Brodigan, Bob Cleary, and Rob Nahigian were recognized prior to the panel for recent industry accolades elaborated in this 

newsletter. 

See everyone at our Golf outing at Warwick Country Club on July 22nd !  
Wishing everyone well.  
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NEW ENGLAND SIOR CHAPTER HOLDS LANDLORD AFTERNOON WITH JOE FARO, TUSCAN VILLAGE, SALEM, NH 

The New England Chapter of SIOR held a landlord evening on Thursday, April 18, 2019 at Tuscan Kitchen in the Seaport District, Boston. 

The event was hosted by Joe Faro, developer of Tuscan Village, known as “The Rock” Office District, Salem, NH and founder of the 

Tuscan Kitchen. Tuscan Village is a 2.8 million square foot redevelopment of the former Rockingham Park Horse Track.  Approximately 

33 SIOR and guests were in attendance and the event started at 5:30 pm with a Welcome announcement from the Chapter President, 

Mike Giuttari.  

 

Then Tom Farrelly gave an overview of this project (as the leasing broker) and announced that Tuscan 

Village was the largest project north of Boston with over 2.8 million square feet of fully approved space. 

Cushman & Wakefield has been selected by Tuscan Brands as its exclusive leasing agent for the Offices at 

Tuscan Village. Tom then introduced Joe Faro.  

 

Joe gave an overview of the project.  

The Offices at Tuscan Village are part of the fully approved, 170-acre mixed-use Tuscan Village development 

under construction on the site of the former Rockingham Park Race Track.  Upon completion Tuscan Village 

will boast 2.8 million square feet to include retail shops, two major hotels with conference facilities, 800 

residential units, an entertainment district, a diversified mix of restaurants and up to 1.3 million square feet of Class A office space.   

 

Development sites for Phase I, situated on 50-acres, are sold out!  Phase I offers luxury townhouses, apartments, an automotive dealership, 

retail shops and a Market Basket supermarket.  

 

Leasing for Phase II, situated on 120-acres, is currently underway, with $45 million in road and infrastructure work in process.  The road and 

utility work are slated for completion in May 2019.  Build-to-suit office space can be delivered as early as the fall of 2020. 

 

Tuscan Village is a landmark project that is redefining the gateway to New Hampshire.  The Offices at Tuscan Village and will provide an 

amenity rich working environment that will enable companies to successfully compete and retain talent in today’s highly competitive 

workforce environment. 

 

Joe then gave an overview of how he became a developer. He grew up in Lawrence to first generation Italian parents. His father 

opened a bakery in Lawrence. Joe attended UNH and in his course on Entrepreneurship Leadership, he entered a contest for business 

plans that would give the winner a grant to start his/her business. He did not win the contest but his professor liked Joe’s plan.  He 

helped Joe find financing.  Eventually Joe found SBA was willing to fund his request for $1 million loan for a pasta factory. He grew the 

pasta factory over the years to include hundreds of employees and serve large supermarkets. His company was eventually acquired by 

Nestles in 2006-07. Joe then turned to real estate as a profession and found the land site at Exit 2 on Rt. 93 in NH. The area was pretty 

run-down and he had a vision to create a higher and better use. He decided to create an Italian artisan retail community and have goods 

and services imported from Italy to the U.S. consumer. He was importing everything directly from Italy and this concept became 

successful. He then opened Tuscan Restaurant and started to give back to the community serving war veterans. He has served food to 

over 17,000 veterans over the last 10 years.  

The abutting Rockingham Park became available and there were many developers vying to buy this site. A $ 1billion casino was trying to 

secure the site and obtain its permits. To create some cash flow, the casino sold off 50 acres to Joe. Joe then placed all his bets on this 

site to create an office and retail development.  He knew that he could be competing with the casino. He didn’t know if the market 

could really support both the casino’s development and his development.  He decided to take a risk. He now had 50 acres.  He decided 

to create a vision for downtown Salem which would bring events and benefit the Salem community. He has held Italian car shows, wine 

festivals, benefits for veterans and the homeless.  

In the meantime the casino was spending over $1 billion on infrastructure, widening Rt. 93 and surrounding roads that would benefit 



AFTERNOON WITH JOE FARO, TUSCAN VILLAGE, SALEM, NH continued 

Joe’s development. Joe envisions the casino’s investment as a gift. To obtain approvals, the town then decided to abolish zoning for 

Joe’s site.  He was able to gain almost 3 million square feet in approvals with 6-7 story buildings and other non-compliant uses. Joe 

found that the Town of Salem was very creative and he had the support of the NH Governor.  

Joe has completed North Village comprised of 260 apartments, Market Basket, 96 townhouses and a medical facility near completion. 

He has a Hilton Hotel, a famous seafood restaurant and a well-known outdoor sports tenant. By July, 2019, he will start to break ground 

on a famous burger restaurant. He is focused on creating a very pedestrian friendly project similar to Legacy Place or Santana Row in 

San Jose. Tuscan Village will include community programs and symbiotic projects with 55+ year housing, retail, entertainment, 

restaurants, Bar Louis, tequila restaurants, country western, live entertainment, etc. There are over 1,000 residential units and an 

independent living and wellness facility. In short the project will include: 

 

• 1 million square feet of office and medical 

• 950 residential units 

• 2 regional medical facilities 

• 2 hotels 

• 800,000 square feet of retail 

• 6,000 new jobs and $12 million of annual tax revenue 

• Over $35 million of off-site improvements.  

 

There is also a buried stream that Rockingham Park covered in the 1950s. He will be unearthing the stream and letting it flow around 

the perimeter. The brook is about 1 mile long and the site has over 1 million trees and bushes.   The details are the following: 

The Offices at Tuscan Village - 

• 1.3 million SF of office and medical service office  

• Fully approved project under construction  

• Market’s fastest delivery for high-quality build-to-suit office space  

• Landmark location at Exit 1 off I-93 at the convergence of Routes 38 and 28 – 30 miles to Boston,  

• No State Income, Sales or Estate Taxes! 

• Ready work force - 116,000 New Hampshire residents commute to jobs in Massachusetts daily 

• Easy reverse commute for Massachusetts residents 

• New Hampshire is known for its affordable residential housing - well below greater Boston and the Seacoast 

• Landmark project redefining the gateway to New Hampshire 

• Full support of the Town of Salem officials and residents! A custom zoning overlay was created specifically for the 

redevelopment of this site 

• Economic Revitalization Zone (ERZ) Tax Credits Offered 

• Potential to partner with State of New Hampshire education system for specific workforce training 

• Amenity rich urban development design, desirable to today’s mainstream workforce enabling Timberland to attract and 

retain a highly talented employee base 

• Convenient access to downtown Boston, Portsmouth, Manchester and all points in between. 

 

The Chapter would like to thank Tom Farrelly for arranging this event.  



AFTERNOON WITH JOE FARO, TUSCAN VILLAGE, SALEM, NH continued 



The Society of Industrial and Office Realtors (SIOR) held its Spring World Conference 
from April 10-13, 2019 in Washington, DC. All Spring World Conference activities took 
place at the Omni. Located in one of the area’s premier residential neighborhoods, 
this elegant urban retreat boasts a resort atmosphere and a personal taste of 
politics, culture, art, and music. Over 800 people were in attendance. The New 
England SIOR Chapter members in attendance included: Mike Giuttari, Tom Farrelly, 
Greg Klemmer, Ernie Wronka, Garry Holmes and Tom Sweeney.  
 
Committee and group meetings occurred on the first day, April 10. Wednesday night 
had a number of receptions for different committee and independent groups. 
 

On Thursday the Opening General Session was held 
and entitled, “If Demography is Destiny, What is the Future of Real Estate?”.  The speaker was Joseph 
Coughlin. As Director of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology AgeLab, Joseph Coughlin examined 
how the disruptive demographics of an aging society, social trends, and technology shaped future 
innovations. 
 

Joe spoke about how demography is destiny. Unlike economic and technology forecasting that are most 
often based upon selected and changeable assumptions, demographics are based upon the people that 
are already here. Demographic transition, evolving lifestyles as well as related technology trends are 
rapidly changing. These trends are likely to have a transformative impact on real estate touching 
residential and commercial property as well as fuel the growth of specialized emerging developments. 
Among these factors are the aging of the population, high divorce rates, smaller household composition, 

a three- or even four-generation workplace and the drastic reduction of fertility rates across the nation. This new demographic reality 
combined with the emergence of the sharing economy—a world where you can have it all, but own none of it—is changing our ideas 
about the future of community, home, retail and work. This engaging and entertaining presentation explored the disruptive 
demographics of tomorrow and weaved a story of how demography, along with 
next-gen technologies, is shaping the future of communities, where we choose to 
live and house.  

Other breakout sessions in the afternoon included:  
1. Federal Real Estate Opportunities 
2. Investment Property Market 
3. State of the Industrial Market 
4. Emotional Intelligence 
5. Broker Disintermediation: What can we do? 
6. Secret Weapons for Broker Efficiency 
7. Using Tax Deferral Strategies for Commercial Real Estate Sales 

 
There were a number of receptions again that evening.  
 
On Friday, the General Session was: The Future of Transportation with Robin Chase.   Robin Chase, the founder and former CEO of 
Zipcar, unpacked the underlying principles that enabled a startup to transform an industry. She is one of the pioneers of the sharing 
economy. Since their inception, Zipcar, GoLoco and Buzzcar have been seen as disruptive and innovative: they used technology and 
marketing to change the way people own and use cars; they changed the ways cities are lived in and built; they changed prejudices 
about the incompatibility of environmentalism and capitalism. Innovator Robin Chase helps individuals, companies and government 
understand where to look for innovation and how to enable it. She explored how rethinking “excess capacity” can be combined with 
technology and platforms for participation to unlock innovation, new profit centers and ultimately lead us to a sustainable planet. 
Technology is transforming the ease and convenience of accessing a car instead of owning it, and cities are getting fed up with valuable 
city streets being clogged with idle parked cars and vehicles in motion holding just one person. Zipcar, Uber and Lyft, transit apps, and 
autonomous vehicle pilots are all signs of the incredible disruption that is upon us. The future is going to be multi-modal, shared, and 
ultimately automated. What will this future look like? How soon is it coming? What are the implications for cities and the 20% of the 
economy that is driven by the automotive sector? 

SIOR HOLDS ITS SPRING CONFERENCE IN WASHINGTON, DC 



SIOR HOLDS ITS SPRING CONFERENCE IN WASHINGTON, DC continued 

Friday afternoon included a number of tours including: 
1. Private Brewery Tour of 2-3 DC brewery’s  
2. Office Tour 
3. Architectural Tour 
4. Georgetown Food Tour 
5. Mt. Vernon Tour 
6. US Capital and Library of Congress Tour 

 

The last day, Saturday, included the Closing General Session: Big, 
Smart, & Green - How Cities Shape Our Future with Greg Lindsay. 
Greg Lindsay is a senior fellow of the New Cities Foundation — 
where he leads the Connected Mobility Initiative — a non-resident 
senior fellow of The Atlantic Council’s Strategic Foresight 
Initiative, and a visiting scholar at New York University’s Rudin Center for Transportation Policy & Management. He is also a 
contributing writer for Fast Company and co-author of Aerotropolis: The Way We’ll Live Next. He writes, speaks, and consults 
frequently on the future of work and cities, most recently at the OECD, the MIT Media Lab, Microsoft Research, and McKinsey. He’s 
written for The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Harvard Business Review, McKinsey Quarterly, The New Republic, The 
Economist Group, and The World Economic Forum. He has advised Intel, Ericsson, Samsung, Audi, Chrysler, André Balazs Properties, 
Emaar, and Expo 2020, among other organizations. His work with Studio Gang Architects on the future of suburbia was displayed at 
New York’s Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in 2012. His work on the future of cities is currently on display at the 15th Venice 
Architecture Biennale, the International Architecture Biennale Rotterdam, and was exhibited at Habitat III in Quito, Ecuador in October 
2016. He’s been cited as an expert on the future of travel, technology and urbanism by The New York Times, The Washington Post, The 
Wall Street Journal, The Guardian, USA Today, CNN, NPR, and the BBC. Greg is a two-time Jeopardy! champion (and the only human to 
go undefeated against IBM’s Watson). 

 



CLEARY AND NAHIGIAN AWARDED COUNSELORS OF REAL ESTATE JAMES FELT CREATIVE COUNSELING AWARD 

The Counselors of Real Estate held its National Conference in Chicago at 

The London House Hotel from April 28-30, 2019. On Monday, April 29th, 

Del Krandell, James Felt Selection Committee Chair, announced the co-

recipients of its 2019 James Felt Creative Counseling Award. The award is 

given to the most outstanding achievement and ingenuity counseling pro-

ject nationally. Over 200 CREs and guests were in attendance. This year’s 

recipients were awarded jointly to Bob Cleary, CRE of Colliers Internation-

al, Boston, MA and Rob Nahigian, CRE of Auburndale Realty Co., Newton, 

MA for their team collaborative counseling assignment with JC Cannistra-

ro, LLC of Watertown, MA. The assignment resulted in one of the most 

impactful manufacturing relocation and long-term leases within the City 

of Boston Seaport-Black Falcon area in over 50 years. JC Cannistraro will 

be relocating over 100 immediate new manufacturing and warehouse 

jobs with over 400 jobs long term to 25 Fid Kennedy (aka, Parcel N) in the Boston Marine Industrial Park to a 320,000 square foot for-

mer US Army Annex industrial facility. The lease control period is approximately 70 years in term. The vacant building was the former 

U.S. Army ammunition facility from post WWII that is located on Boston’s waterfront near the highly thriving Seaport District.  

 

Bob and Rob’s project of the year was a multiple year advisory/transactional assignment with JC Cannistraro, its real estate consolida-

tion and procurement. The 70 year lease consisted of over $50 million of lease value, renovation and environmental cleanup of this 

320,000 gross square foot industrial/manufacturing complex. Bob and Rob were engaged with this project from conception to reality.  

It was completed in June, 2018. Bob and Rob acted as the Cannistraro’s real estate counselors and took the project from concept to 

closing. They worked closely throughout the process with company’s President, CEO and CFO assignment. Cannistraro has grown its 

business from a plumbing company into a full service mechanical contracting company. It was named “Contractor of the Year” in 2011 

by PHC News Magazine and named one of the top places to work in the Boston area. Over 90% of its business is within the City of Bos-

ton serving hospitals, educational and other non-profit institution facilities. A few years ago, the company recognized the opportunity 

to consolidate under one roof for operational efficiency and the need for more space. Cleary and Nahigian conducted a site assessment 

of over 100 properties in a 60 mile radius that led to 25 Fid Kennedy.  

 

The landlord and owner of 25 Fid complex is Boston’s Economic Development and Industrial Corporation (EDIC) which is controlled by 

the Boston’s Redevelopment Authority (BRA), now operating under the name of Boston Planning and Development Agency (BPDA). 

Lease negotiation parties included Boston Planning and Development Agency, Boston’s Mayor’s Office, Economic Development and 

the Planning Department. The uniqueness of the assignment was the goal of the company to consolidate 3 industrial locations into one 

site, bring 400 industrial jobs to Boston as well as being a model nationally. This project would create a renovation of an Art Deco indus-

trial building.  The project was completed with media coverage and a public opening on June 14, 2018. Mayor Walsh and BPDA Director, 

Brian Golden both congratulated Bob and Rob for their contributions.  

 

Established in 1992, the James Felt Creative Counseling Award recognizes the most innovative and creative counseling on complex real 

estate issues in an ethical, objective and expert manner. The award is not given every year. The award is merit based only. Bob and Rob 

were congratulated for their creativity, commitment and expertise, all contributing to the resolution of the company’s expansion issue. 

The Counselors of Real Estate is an affiliate of the National Association of Realtors and its members are the most elite real estate advi-

sors in the U.S.  

Congratulations to both Bob and Rob.  



CBA AWARDS GIVEN TO KLEMMER AND BRODIGAN: INDUSTRIAL DEAL OF THE YEAR 

Boston’s Commercial Brokerage Association held its annual Awards night on March 22, 2019 at 

the Intercontinental Boston Hotel. The evening celebrates commercial real estate transactions 

and its individuals in the Boston commercial real estate industry. This year’s Industrial Deal of 

the Year was given to Greg Klemmer, SIOR and Tim Brodigan, SIOR for their lease with Quiet 

Logistics in Devens, MA. Quiet Logistics, a fulfillment company that ships products for several 

national brands was in need of space to keep up with e-commerce demand. The company 

decided to relocate from its 184,077 sf building at 235 Barnum Road, Devens, MA to 64 Jackson 

Road, Devens, MA. The company needed more warehouse in a well-located building which was 

very difficult to find in this high demand tenant market. 64 Jackson had 355,000 sf of 

warehouse/distribution space on nearby 34.89 acres. The property was purchased in March, 

2018 by GFI Partners. A full building lease was eventually struck for Quiet Logistics. Built in 

2000, the property was ideal for distribution with high ceilings, full AC, humidity controls, state 

of the art infrastructure and other amenities. The new operations at 64 Jackson are expected 

to boost 150 full time job opportunities, while allowing the robotic-enabled fulfillment center 

to meet current and future demand while vastly expanding its presence in Devens. Greg and 

Tim both represented Quiet Logistics. Congratulations to both Greg and Tim.  

 

 



SIOR NE 2019 Events & Calendar 

Mid-Year Review 

June 6:  First Light Presentation at Trillium Brewery 

June 13: Board Meeting  

July 22:  SIOR NE Annual Golf Tournament at Warwick Country Club 

September 12: Board Meeting 

Sept / Oct TBA: SIOR NE / MIT RW Holmes Scholarship Night 

October 17 - 19 SIOR Fall Conference in Portland, OR 

November 20: SIOR NE / NAIOP End of the Year Forecast 

November TBA SIOR NE & SIOR CT Function  

December 12: Board Meeting 

 

For additional information, or to register for any of these events, please visit:  https://www.siorne.com/events-calendar  or contact Loreen Swann at 

siorne@siorne.com / 508-635-6788. 

Happy Summer!!! 


